Integration EasyCODE and Fujitsu Softune
Requirements:
EasyCODE V7.x or higher and Softune V60 must be installed. The Disk1 folder out of the Fujitsu Softune
Archiv from EasyCODE´s Download Page must be available.
Installation:
There is no action requested during the EasyCODE setup. If Softune is not yet installed, select the
„Communication Module for EasyCODE”. If it is already on your disk, run the setup from Disk 1 from the
Archive.

Please run the setup from Disk 1 when the Softune Setup has finished. Disk 1 contains an update for the
communication module.
Check it the file „easy-cpp.ini has been added to your „Softune\Bin” directory. In the case the directory
does not contain the file, copy it from the archive there. Open the ini-file and modify the path settings
depending on your installation if you have copied it manually.

Configuration:

1) Run the EasyCODE
Editor and go to
„Options\Settings“. Click
the “DTC/Debug” tab
and activate the
EasyCODE Debug
Interface”. The Editor
must be restarted
changes take effect.

2)

Run „EasyCODE Configuration” from „Start\Programs”
and open the dialog double clicking the CPP entry.
Select “Import\Import Ini File” and select the easycpp.ini from the “Softune\Bin” directory. Click one of
the „Save All” buttons in the dialog window.
Run the EasyCODE Editor. On start up a message
appears that a file with a temporary setting for the Addin interface was found. Confirm to write the information
into the Registry.
With this confirmation the configuration in EasyCODE is finished. Close the Editor again.

3)

4)

5)

Run now Softune and go to the
menu „Setup\Tool” and enter the
required information like in the
screenshot at the right. Usable
arguments where shown in the
dialog box. Click on „Set” to
create an EasyCODE item in the
Tools-Menu and OK to leave the
Setup Dialog.
Repeat this step with the menu
“Setup\Editor”.
Go now to the menu item
„Project\EasyCODE\Option“. This
dialog should look like below.

If necessary set the path to
the EasyCODE.ex e file. The
path fort he ini-file will be set
by the tool, when the coupling
is used first time. With this
check, the set up is done and
the integration is ready to use.

6)

There are two different ways to use EasyCODE from Softune:
Running the Editor for implementation or analysis purposes can be done from „Setup\Tool
Execution\EasyCODE”. This will start EasyCODE and load the file with line positioning.
Or run the Softune Debugger directly in the EasyCODE editor, to use the improved options
during a debug run.

7)

Run Softune and open an existing project, for example from the Softune Samples folder.
Compile it and start the debugger from Softune.
Starting EasyCODE from "Project/EasyCODE/Start" delivers file and line to EasyCODE. If it is a
C -, CPP- or H-file, a structured chart is available and the current line is highlighted by a yellow
arrow.
The result will look like in the screenshot below showing that debugging will run simultaneously.

Known Limitations:
Breakpoints set in Softune will not be
displayed in EasyCODE. It does not
matter if they have been set before
or will be set new. It is not possible
to set breakpoints in EasyCODE.

Please contact the EasyCODE Support team for any further questions on EasyCODE or if you have
problems using this integration. Please contact Fujitsu Semiconductors for any questions on Softune.
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